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Abstract

The evolution and formation mechanism of large-scale shear
layers in a turbulent boundary layer are investigated using time-
resolved PIV datasets of a developing turbulent boundary layer
from inception at the trip up to a friction Reynolds number of
Reτ =3000. The spatially developing boundary layer is formed
on a 5m long flat plate towed through a water tank. By track-
ing large-scale coherent events using the time-resolved PIV
datasets, it is found that there is a difference in the convec-
tion velocity between large-scale low- and high-speed motions
at a given wall-height in the outer region. Further, an analy-
sis of a sequence of instantaneous fields of streamwise velocity
fluctuation reveals that strong streamwise velocity gradients in
the wall-normal direction are prevalent along interfaces where
low- and high-speed regions interact as they travel at a different
speed. To provide an insight on how these regions are associ-
ated with the formation of shear layers in a turbulent boundary
layer, we compute conditional averages of streamwise velocity
fluctuation based on a strong shear layer. Our results reveal that
one possible mechanism for the generation of shear layers is
due to the mismatch in convection velocities between low- and
high-speed regions. Interpretation of these findings is further
supported by employing direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a
temporally developing turbulent boundary layer [8]. DNS data
also demonstrate that the interaction between large-scale low-
and high-speed motions form shear layers in the logarithmic re-
gion, providing a possible formation mechanism and dynamics
of shear layers within wall-bounded turbulent flows.

Introduction

In the study of wall-bounded turbulent flows, the existence and
kinematics of coherent motions have been rigorously investi-
gated to understand the role of these motions. The consistent
occurrence of thin shear layers throughout a turbulent boundary
layer at the interfaces between upstream high-speed regions and
downstream low-speed regions has been commonly reported in
the literature [11], especially in the near-wall region. Flow vi-
sualisation studies [3] suggest that there is a direct relationship
between an entering high-speed region and a low-speed region
near the wall, causing the ejection by a local instability mech-
anism (i.e. a developing oscillation). This suggests that the
presence of shear layers and an associated instability can lead
to the formation of a strong ejections near the wall. The shear
layers are not only observed in the near wall region but also
away from the wall where large-scale motions are dominant.
Intense shear layers are also known to demarcate two large re-
gions with nearly uniform streamwise momentum [1]. More
recently, an interaction between ejection events (Q2 events) and
an in-rushing high-speed region (Q4 event) has been observed
to cause a shear layer that can deform an existing hairpin struc-
ture. The subsequent roll-up in the spanwise direction generates
a new vortex closer to the wall that is observed both numeri-
cally [5] and experimentally [6]. Although many of these stud-
ies have shed new light on the existence of the shear layers, the

Figure 1: Time-resolved PIV setup with flat plate in tow tank

origin, lifespan and development of these features still remain
largely unresolved. Hence in the current study, we attempt to
further examine the formation mechanism of the shear layers
in an evolving turbulent boundary layer from an inception to a
moderate Reynolds number state using a temporally resolved
PIV database. These experiments take advantages of the towed-
plate coupled with a stationary time-resolved PIV (TRPIV) sys-
tem such that the evolving large-scale features can be tracked in
time. These events appear nominally stationary within the field
of view since the freestream velocity in this case is zero. Ex-
perimentally, this provides a unique database of the developing
turbulent boundary layer. This frame of reference is analogous
to moving an entire PIV system with the flow, tracking large-
scale flow features as they advect downstream in a water chan-
nel [12].

Facility and Measurement set-up

The experiments are performed in the tow tank facility located
in the Michell hydrodynamics laboratory at the University of
Melbourne. The tow tank has dimensions of 60× 2 × 2 m
(length× width × height) and is filled with water. As indi-
cated in figure 1, the fully-automated traversing carriage tows
a 5 m long and 1.2 m wide flat plate at a towing velocity of
approximately 1.0 m/s (Uplate ≡U∞ after Galilean transforma-
tion). Full details of the facility including the influence of edge
effects and the carriage automation are available in [9]. A vi-
sual aid to demonstrating the entire towed plate experiment and
a sequence of time-resolved instantaneous streamwise velocity
fields of a developing turbulent boundary layer is available on-
line1. Throughout this paper,x, y andz denote the streamwise,
spanwise and wall-normal directions, withu, v and w denot-
ing the respective fluctuating velocity components. Overbars
indicate time-averaged quantities (e.g.U). The superscript ‘+’
is used to denote quantities normalised by viscous scaling for
length (z+ = zUτ/ν) and velocities (U+ =U/Uτ).

The time-resolved PIV setup consists of a Photonics DM20-
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Reτ δ Uτ l+ ∆t+

(mm) (ms−1)
700 - 3300 15 - 90 0.045 - 0.037 54 - 66 1.37 - 2.01

Table 1: Experimental parameters for TRPIV in the towed plate
experiments. Ranges indicate the variation of parameters over
the streamwise length of the plate 0< xplate (m) < 5 when
Uplate = 1 m/s.

527 dual head Nd:YLF laser, and two PCO Dimax CMOS cam-
eras with 32GB buffer that have a resolution of 2000× 2000
pixels. The two cameras are located side-by-side providing
an elongated field of view in the streamwise direction of 170
× 80 mm (x× z). The laser sheet illuminates anx− z plane
(streamwise/wall-normal) along the centre line of the flat plate.
The tank is seeded with hollow glass spheres with a mean di-
ameter of 10µm. All images are acquired at a sampling rate of
1000 Hz which gives∆t = 1 ms (where∆t is the time between
images). This equates to∆t+ ≈ 1.7 atUplate = 1 m/s. Exper-
imental conditions are summarised in table 1, wherexplate is
the streamwise distance downstream of the trip device. Both
boundary layer thickness (δ) and friction velocity (Uτ) are ob-
tained from the composite velocity profile of [2]. Further de-
tails of the development of the experimental parameters are de-
scribed in [9], which also validate the integral properties of the
evolving turbulent boundary layers, demonstrating that this is a
well-behaved canonical turbulent boundary layer.

In order to validate the quality of the database from the current
experiment, figure 2 shows viscous-scaled mean velocity and
turbulence intensity profiles. The symbols and grey shade corre-
spond to results from the TRPIV database, while the solid lines
correspond to a simulation database [4]. Since the simulation
database covers the range of Reynolds number obtained from
the current study, the comparison between these two datasets
provides a verification that the experiment is not beset by any
experimental uncertainties. The results show good agreement
for the mean velocity profile between the experiments and the
DNS at comparable Reynolds numbers. Similarly, the turbu-
lence intensity profiles shown in figure 2 (b,c) also exhibit good
agreement with some degree of spatial attenuation, which is to
be expected from PIV measurements. Hence, here we used
the tool proposed in [10], which accounts for the unresolved
small-scale missing energy due to limited spatial resolution in
PIV experiments. The estimated attenuated turbulence inten-
sity profiles from the DNS with spatial resolution matched to
the PIV interrogation volume (including laser sheet thickness)
are shown by the dashed lines. Good agreement is observed
between the TRPIV and the estimation, indicating that the dis-
crepancy in the turbulence intensity profiles is mainly due to
spatial averaging.

Results

Figures 3 (a-d) display a sequence of viscous-scaled streamwise
velocity fluctuationsu+ while the plots (e-h) show the asso-
ciateddU+/dz+ from the time-resolved PIV datasets. In fig-
ure 3(a-d), one can observe that the low-speed region (marked
with an ellipse) entering from the right side of the field of view
starts to interact with the adjacent high-speed region as time
progresses. And the correspondingdU+/dz+ sequence shown
in figure 3(e-h) indicates that this interaction is accompanied by
the formation of a strong inclined shear layer (marked with an
ellipse). Leeet al. [9] have previously shown that there is a dif-
ference in the convection velocity between low- and high-speed
regions at a given wall height and in the frame of reference of
the towed plate experiment, with the low-speed regions con-
vecting closer to the plate velocity (faster) than the high-speed
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Figure 2: Inner-scaled flow statistics at variousxplate positions
for TRPIV. A total of 462 profiles out of 4500 are plotted in
gray and four profiles plotted with symbols haveReτ ≈ 1300
(◦), 1600 (▽), 2000 (�) and 2500 (△). (a) Mean streamwise ve-
locity profiles. Turbulence intensity profiles for (b) streamwise
velocity and (c) wall-normal velocity components. Solid lines
are reference statistics from turbulent boundary layer simula-
tion data of [4]. Dashed lines indicate under-resolved statistics
using the estimation method proposed in [10].

regions at a given wall-normal location. Applying a Galilean
transformation allows conversion of the moving plate frame of
reference to a more conventional wind tunnel frame of refer-
ence by subtracting the plate velocity. Hence, the observation
from figure 3 suggests that the mismatched convection veloci-
ties between the low- and high-speed regions lead to these re-
gions coming together or interaction which in turn will give rise
to a shear layer at the interface between the two regions. This
scenario may be a prominent formation mechanism of an inter-
nal shear layer in the outer region of turbulent boundary layers.
In the following analysis, the detection of strong shear layers
and conditional averaging are used to test this hypothesis.

The relationship between the mismatch in the convection veloc-
ity and the formation of the internal shear layer can be exam-
ined by computing spatial and temporal conditional quantities
as follows. First of all, we define a strong internal shear layer
as the region when the instantaneousdŨ+/dz+ is higher than
the local meandU+

/dz+ (any change in the threshold does not
significantly alter the results of this pronounced instantaneous



Figure 3: (a-d) sequence of the streamwise velocity fluctuation,
u+ and (e-h) the corresponding instantaneous wall-normal gra-
dient of the streamwise velocity,dU+/dz+. Time separation
between plots is approximately∆tU∞/δ ≈ 2.

behaviour). Throughout the analysis,dŨ+/dz+ is normalised
by dU+

/dz+ and defined as

dÛ+/dz+ ≡ (dŨ+/dz+)/(dU+
/dz+). (1)

We can now employ a lag and lead conditional averaging
scheme used by [7]. The conditional points are first selected
in a region wheredÛ+/dz+ > 1 at a fixed wall-height and at
a given reference time (tcond). Then we can ensemble a con-
ditional sequence around (prior/after) the reference time. This
will enable us to statistically monitor the spatio–temporal devel-
opment of the associated motions related to the formation of the
shear layers. A Gaussian filter size of 0.2δ×0.1δ (x× z) is used
on the datasets to avoid conditioning on small-scale events.

Figure 4 shows a sequence of iso-contours of conditionally
averaged streamwise and wall-normal velocity fluctuations at
z/δ = 0.30, which occurs atReτ ≈ 1400. This sequence ranges
for 15 boundary layer turnover times (∆tU∞/δ) prior/after the
detected event. The sequence starts with a low-speed and high-
speed event within the log region separated by some distance.
As the conditioned time approaches the reference time (figure 4
a-c), the low-speed region catches up with the high-speed region
(due to their different convection velocity), and this interaction
seems to force the high speed region further from the wall. At
the reference time (shown in figure 4 c), it can be seen that the
low-speed region collides with the high-speed region from be-
low, giving rise to an inclined internal shear layer extends deep
into the logarithmic region. Similar conditional sequences are
observed over a Reynolds number range 1000< Reτ < 3000
(not shown here for brevity). The right column of figure 4 shows
the iso-contours of the conditionally averaged sequence ofw
fluctuations. It is interesting to note that during the formation
of the strong internal shear layers, the positivew fluctuations
are highly correlated with the low-speed region and vice versa.
This indicates that an instantaneous strong shear forms in the
outer region when a low-speed region, characterised by flow
away from the wall, interacts with a high-speed region, which
is directed towards the wall. The sequence of instantaneousu

Figure 4: Iso-contours of a sequence of the conditionally av-
eraged streamwise and wall-normal velocity fluctuation fields
computed based on a strong shear layer event atz/δ = 0.3 at
Reτ ≈ 1400. This sequence shows the prior and subsequent
fields relative to the reference time. The sequence has a time
step of(t − tcond)U∞/δlocal = 5.

fluctuations fields shown in figure 3 shows comparable events
to the ensemble averaged fields conditioned upon the strong in-
ternal shear layer. Therefore, the persistent appearance of the
interaction between the low- and high-speed regions due to the
mismatch in the convection velocities in both instantaneous and
ensemble-averaged fields suggests that it could be considered as
a formation mechanism of the strong internal shear layers wit-
nessed in the outer region. It is worth stressing that we are here
only able to analyse a two-dimensional streamwise-wall-normal
slice through what is likely to be a complex three-dimensional
structure. Temporally resolved DNS fields of an evolving turbu-
lent boundary layer are necessary to show a detailed view of the
three-dimensional structure. Hence, we employ temporally de-
veloping turbulent boundary layer DNS datasets with Reynolds
number in the range 300. Reτ . 800 [8], which also have the
moving wall frame of reference to further investigate the shear
layer formation mechanism in a three-dimensional aspect.

Figure 5 shows instantaneousu+ anddU+/dz+ in ax− z plane
and instantaneousu+ andv+ in a x− y plane at various wall-
normal locations sliced from the DNS. The dashed lines on the
x− z plane plot indicate the wall-height locations of the vari-
ous wall-parallel plane views. Similar to the results from the
plate PIV (shown in figure 3), a strong shear layer is observed
along the interface where the low- and high-speed regions in-
teract. In the wall-parallel (x− y) plane, there is a clear col-
lision between these two regions (marked with an ellipse) not
only in the outer region but also within the logarithmic region
(z/δ ∼ 0.1). The dashed lines indicate the location where the
x− z plane is extracted. The associated spanwise motion at the
onset of the interaction is demonstrated in the wall-parallel plots
of v+. The plots reveal a strong lateral motion (±v+) within
the region coincides with the location where the low- and high-
speed regions interact. The fact that there is a strong spanwise
motion at the interface between the low- and high-speed regions
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Figure 5: Instantaneous flow fields from developing turbulent boundary layer simulation (300. Reτ . 800) [8]. (a) u+ and (b)
dU+/dz+ are shown inx− z plane and wall-parallel plane of corresponding (c-e)u+ and (f-h)v+ atz/δ = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. The dashed
lines on (a) shows the wall height locations ofx− y plane plots and the dashed lines on (c-h) indicate the corresponding spanwise
location ofx− z plane plots. Ellipses indicate region where+u and−u interacts.

could indicate that the meandering of large-scale motions might
be influenced by a series of interaction between these low- and
high-speed regions within the turbulent boundary layers. These
observations from the DNS data, together with the conditional
time sequence from the PIV fields provide evidence that one
possible mechanism for the generation of internal shear layers
is an interaction between low- and high-speed regions due to the
mismatch in the convection velocities.

Conclusions

Time-resolved PIV of a towed plate is used to investigate the
evolution of turbulent boundary layers from an inception to a
moderate Reynolds number state. A formation mechanism of
internal shear layers and dynamical characteristics of associated
large-scale coherent motions are investigated using the tempo-
rally resolved spatial datasets. The resulting lag and lead condi-
tional averages reveal that the mismatch in the convection veloc-
ity between low- and high-speed regions at a given wall height
allows these regions to catch up to each other, causing an in-
teraction that is associated with shear layer formation. Three-
dimensional view of this shear layer formation from a comple-
mentary DNS database further confirms that a large-scale shear
layer is observed along interfaces where these two different re-
gions interact not only in the outer region but also within the
logarithmic region, and it is noted that such interactions are
accompanied by a strong spanwise motion. These spanwise
motions and associated shear layers may be related to the me-
andering of large-scale flow motions. Further investigation is
required to confirm whether this conjecture is statistically ob-
served.
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